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In this paper we prove that diffusively coupled abstract semilinear parabolic
systems synchronize. We apply the abstract results obtained to a class of ordinary
differential equations and to reaction diffusion problems. The technique consists of
proving that the attractors for the coupled differential equations are upper semi-
continuous with respect to the attractor of a limiting problem, explicitly exhibited,
in the diagonal. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of synchronization is present in many situations of our
everyday life, for example, our heart beat and the menses of room mates.
The synchronization of clocks was observed in 1665 by Christian Huygens.
In mechanical and electrical coupled oscillators, synchronization has also
w xbeen observed; see, for example 2, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 22, 23 .
w xIn lasers systems it has been observed by R. Roy and his group, see 12 ,
w xand in biological oscillators by Mirollo and Strogatz 19 and by Strogatz
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w x w xand Stewart 24 . In 25 , Verichev studied synchronization in a coupled
system of Lorenz equations. In communications this phenomenon was
w xanalyzed by Cuomo and Oppenheim in 11 .
w xIn 2 , Afraimovich, Verichev, and Rabinovich gave a mathematical
definition of synchronization and a system of coupled nonautonomous
nonlinear oscillators was discussed. These concepts were used by Verichev
w x w xin 25 . In 21 Rodrigues presented mathematical methods to deal with
some mathematical models where synchronization was observed.
In this paper we deal with mathematical models for physical problems
which exhibit such a phenomenon. Consider a physical problem described
by the ordinary differential equation
x s f x , 1.1 .  .Ç
where f : R n ª R n. When two of such physical problems operate together
there may be some interaction between them. As an example let us say
that they interact dissipatively; that is,
x s k y y x q f x , .  .Ç
1.2 .
y s k x y y q f y . .  .Ç
Thus the system x feels the effect of system y through a dissipative
coupling and vice versa. In this case if we increase the value of k the effect
of the system y on the system x will make the two systems behave alike.
  .  ..In mathematical terms this means that for k large any solution x t , y t
 .of 1.2 which is globally defined and bounded will satisfy
lim x t y y t ª 0, as t ª `. .  .
tª`
This property is what we will call synchronization.
In general the systems involved are not exactly the same. So it would be
more interesting to consider coupling of non-identical systems
x s k y y x q f x , .  .Ç
1.3 .
y s k x y y q g y , .  .Ç
where g : R n ª R n is not necessarily close to f. We assume that the vector
fields f and g are locally Lipschitz continuous. In this case we no longer
have the diagonal of R n = R n as an invariant manifold and therefore we
do not expect synchronization as previously defined. However, as k gets
larger the system x should still start to behave as the system y; that is,
given e ) 0 there exists k ) 0 such that0
lim sup x t y y t F e .  .
tª`
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  .  ..  .whenever x t , y t is a globally defined bounded solution of 1.3 with
k G k . This is what we call e-synchronization.0
To be more precise let us introduce some terminology. Let Y be a
5 5Banach Space, ? its norm, and A and B be subsets of Y. Define the
distance between A and B by
d A , B [ sup d a, B , .  .Y Y
agA
 . 5 5 q  .where d a, B s inf a y b . For each t g R let T t : Y ª Y be aY bg B
 .   . q4continuous usually nonlinear map. We say that T t : t g R is a
 .  . qsemigroup if t, x ª T t x is a continuous map from R = Y into Y and
v  .T 0 s I,
v
q .  .  .T t q s s T t T s for all t, s in R .
 .We say that A attracts B under T t if
lim d T t B , A s 0 . .Y
tª`
 .   . 4where T t B [ T t b: b g B . We say that A absorbs B if there exists
 .t ) 0 such that T t B ; C, for all t G t . A set A ; Y is positi¨ ely0 0
 .  .  .   . .in¨ariant in¨ariant under T t if T t A ; A T t A s A for all t G 0.
 .A ; Y is called a global attractor for the semigroup T t if it is a maximal
compact invariant subset of Y which attracts bounded subsets of Y under
 .  4T t . Finally, let A : 0 F k F ` be a family of sets in Y; we say that it isk
upper semicontinuous at ` if
lim d A , A s 0. .Y k `
kª`
 .Assume that all solutions of 1.3 and of
1
z s f z q g z 1.4 .  .  .Ç
2
q x n n0 .  .are defined in R . For u s g R = R , define T t u as the solu-y0 k 00
x 0 n . .  .  .tion of 1.3 satisfying s u and for z g R define T t z as they 0 0 0 ` 0 .
 .  .   . 4solution of 1.4 satisfying z 0 s z . Then T t , t G 0 is a semigroup in0 k
n n   . 4 nR = R and T t : t G 0 is a semigroup in R . We refer to these`
 .  .semigroups as the semigroups defined by 1.3 and 1.4 , respectively.
 . n n  .Assume that T t has a global attractor A ; R = R and that T t hask k `
a global attractor A ; R n. We prove, under a few more hypotheses, that
 4the family of attractors A , 0 F k F ` is upper semicontinuous at infinityk
 . n n 4where A s z, z g R = R : z g A . This is more then e-synchroniza-`
tion. It also says that the two coordinates approach a certain set.
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Even though this prototype problem is quite helpful for introducing the
results we would like to consider more general problems with several
systems coupled and not restrict ourselves to ordinary differential models.
To that end, in Section 2 we develop abstract results that apply to ordinary
and partial differential equations. In Section 3 we consider examples in
ordinary differential equations and in partial differential equations.
2. ABSTRACT RESULTS
w xIn this section we introduce some abstract results adapted from 6
which will be used throughout this paper.
 .Let X be a Banach space and A: D A ; X ª X be a sectorial
operator on X. Then, for suitably large d ) 0, we can define the fractional
 .apowers A q d of A q d I and the associated fractional power spaces
a w xX , see 18 . We assume, throughout the paper, that 0 F a F 1.
Our first result is a converse theorem on existence of a compact
attractor for semilinear parabolic equations in Banach spaces. Results of
this type are standard in the theory of stability and we only give its proof
for the sake of completeness.
 .THEOREM 2.1. Let A: D A ; X ª X be a sectorial operator, 0 F a - 1,
and consider the differential equation
x t s yAx t q f x , 2.1 .  .  .  .Ç
where f : X a ª X is Lipschitz continuous on bounded subsets of X a. Suppose
 . athat the semigroup defined by 2.1 has a global attractor A in X . Then,
 a  . 4   .gi¨ en R ) 0 such that A ; B [ x g X : d x, A F R d x, A de-R a a
a . qnotes the distance in X from x to A there is a function S: B ª R whichR
is Lipschitz and satisfies
 .  .i S f s 0, ;f g A,
 .    . ..  .   ..ii a d x 1, f , A F S f F b d f, A , where a is continuousa a
 .  .  .nondecreasing, a s ) 0 if s ) 0, b s is continuous with b 0 s 0, and
 .  .  .x t, f is the solution of 2.1 satisfying x 0, f s f,
Ç .  .  .iii S f F yS f , where2.1.
S x h , f y S f .  . .ÇS f [ lim sup .2.1.
q hhª0
 .is called the deri¨ ati¨ e of S along solution of 2.1 .
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a  .  .  .Proof. Let f g X , d f, A F R. If x t, f is the solution of 2.1a
 .  .satisfying x 0, f s f, there exists a function u t, R such that
d x t , f , A F u t , R , . .  . .a
 . 1  .where u t, R is strictly decreasing in t, a C function, u t, R ª 0 as
 .   ..  .t ª `. Let T e be its inverse, that is, T u t, R s t. So T e is continu-
 .  . qous on 0 - e - u 0, R and T e ª ` as e ª 0 .
 . aFrom the hypothesis on f , the map f g X ¬ x t, f g X is Lipschitz
continuous with Lipschitz constant F Le M t for some L, M, t G 1.
Define
g e s ey bqM .T e . , g 0 s 0, .  .
for some b ) 0. Also
1
G z s max 0, z y , j G 1. .j  5j
For j s 1, 2, 3, . . .
1
b tS f s g sup e G d x t , f , A . .  . . . 4j j a /j q 1 tG1
  ..Observe that the sup is taken only on 1 F t F T [ T 1r j q 1 and soj
1
b Tj0 - S f F g e u 1, R F u 1, R , .  .  .j  /j q 1
1
 bqM . t 5 5S f y S c F g sup Le f y c 4 .  . Xj j  /j q 1 1FtFTj
1
 bqM .Tj 5 5 5 5s g Le f y c s L f y c .X X /j q 1
Finally,
1
yb h b tS x h , f s e g sup e G d x t , f , A .  . .  . . 4j j a /j q 1 tG1qh
F eyb h S f , .j
Ç  .  .so S f F yb S f .j j
If we let
`
yjS f s 2 S f , .  . j
js1
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we have that
Ç5 5S f y S c F L f y c , S f F yb S f , .  .  .  .X
S f s 0, ;f g A, 2.2 .  .
and
` 1
yj bS f G 2 g e G d x 1, f , A s a d x 1, f , A , .  .  . . .  . .  . j a a /j q 1js1
 .with a Lipschitz continuous, strictly increasing a s ) 0 if s ) 0.
 .  .  .The function b ? can be taken as Ld ?, A , from 2.2 . This concludesa
the proof.
Let k G 0, m, n be positive integers, X be a Banach space, and C i :k
X ª X be a bounded linear operator, 1 F i F m. Let A, Aa, and X a be
as before.
 A k t 4Assume that the linear semigroup e , t G 0 generated by A [k
 1 m.diag yA q C , . . . , yA q C satisfiesk k
5 A k t 5 a m yb k . t 5 5 a me w F Me w , t G 0,w X x w X x
2.3 .
5 A k t 5 a m ya yb k . t 5 5 me w F Mt e w , t ) 0,w X x w X x
w a xm  .for any w g X , where b k ª ` as k ª ` and M G 1 is a constant.
Consider the weakly coupled system
x t s A x t q f x , y , .  .  .Ç k
2.4 .n 5w xy t s A y t q g x , y , .  .  .Ç
w xn  . w a xm w a xn w xmwhere A s diag yA, . . . , yA , f : X = X ª X , and g :
w a xm w a xn w xnX = X ª X are Lipschitz continuous in bounded subsets of
w a xm w a xnX = X .
w a xn w xnLet h: X ª X be Lipschitz continuous in bounded subsets of
w a xnX and consider
nw xy t s A y t q h y . 2.5 .  .  .  .Ç
w a xm w a xnLEMMA 2.1. Assume that there is a bounded set B in X = X
w a xm w a xnthat absorbs bounded subsets of X = X under the semigroup defined
 .by 2.4 . Also, assume that there is a constant M ) 0, such thatf
mf f , c F M . 2.6 .  .w xX f
 . w a xnIf the semigroup defined by 2.5 has a global attractor A in X and the
 .  w x.semigroup defined by 2.4 is asymptotically smooth see 17, p. 36 , then, the
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 .  w x.problem 2.4 has a global attractor A see 17, Theorem 3.4.6 and gi¨ enk
h ) 0, there exists k ) 0 such that0
5 5 a mx - h , ; x , y g A , ;k G k . .w X x k 0
Furthermore, there exists M ) 0 such that
5 5 a ny - M , ; x , y g A , ;k G 0. .w X x k
  .  ..  .Proof. Let x t , y t be a solution of 2.4 in A . Since A is invariantk k
and bounded and since
dy nw xs A y t q h y t q P x t , y t , .  .  .  . .  .
dt
2.7 .
tA  tyt . A  tys.k 0 kx t s e x t q e f x s , y s ds, .  .  .  . .H0
t0
for all t G t , we have that0
t yayb k . tyt . yb k . tys.0a m a mx t s Me x t q MM e t y s ds. .  .  .w x HX w xX0 f
t0
Letting t ª y`, we obtain that0
` MM G 1 y a .fay1 ys ya
a mx t s MM b k e s ds s 2.8 .  .  .w x HX f 1ya
0 b k .
 .and the result follows from the fact that b k ª ` as k ª `.
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied.
Assume also that there is a constant L ) 0, such thatP
a m5 5nP f , c F L f , . w x w X xX P
 .  .  .where P f, c s g f, c y h c . Then, there exists k ) 0 such that, for0
 .k G k , the semigroup defined by 2.4 has a global attractor A and the0 k
 4family of attractors A , k F k F ` is upper semicontinuous at infinity,k 0
where A [ 0 = A.`
 w a xn 5 5 a n 4Proof. Let C s y g X : y F M with M defined by Lemmaw X x
 .2.1. Since 2.5 has a global attractor A there exists a Lipschitz continuous
function S: C ª Rq such that for any c g C,
 .  .i S c s 0 if c g A,
 .    . ..  .   ..ii a d x 1, c , A F S c F b d c , A , where a is continuousa a
 .  .  .nondecreasing, a s ) 0 if s ) 0, and b s is continuous with b 0 s 0,
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Ç Ç .  .  .iii S c F yS c , where S is the derivative of S along2.5. 2.5.
 .solutions of 2.5 .
  .  ..  .Suppose that x t , y t , t g R is a solution for 2.4 in A . Then, fork
a.e. t g R
d
S y . .
dt
S y t q h y S x h , y t q S x h , y y S y .  .  .  . .  .  . .
s lim
q hhª0
y t q h y x h , y t .  . .
F L lim sup
q hhª0
S x h , y y S y .  . .
q lim sup
q hhª0
y t q h y y t .  .
F L lim
q hhª0
x h , y t y x 0, y t .  . .  .
y lim y  y t . .
q hhª0
nF yS y t q L P x t , y t .  .  . .  . w xX
5 5 a mF yS y t q LL x . 2.9 .  . . w X xP
 .Using 2.7 and proceeding as in Lemma 2.1 we have that
MM G 1 y a .f
a mx t F . 2.10 .  .w xX 1ya
b k .
 .  .It follows from 2.9 and from 2.10 that, for a.e. t g R,
d
a m5 5S y t F yS y t q LL x .  . .  . . w X xPdt
MM G 1 y a .fF yS y t q LL . 2.11 .  . . P 1ya
b k .
Then, for a.e. t g R
d d
t t te S y t F e S y t q e S y t .  .  . .  .  . . .
dt dt
M G 1 y a .fF LL MP 1ya
b k .
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and
G 1 y a .yt ytS y t F S y 0 e q LL M 1 y e . 2.12 .  .  .  . .  . P 1ya
b k .
Using the fact that through every point in the attractor A passes ak
 .  .  .globally defined solution of 2.4 and applying estimates 2.10 and 2.12 ,
we obtain
2 MM G 1 y a M G 1 y a .  .f f
a m5 5f F , S c F LL M .w X x P1ya 1ya
b k b k .  .
 .  .for every f, c g A . From property ii of Sk
lim sup d f , c , 0, A s 0, .  . .a
kª`  .f , c gAk
and Theorem 2.2 is proved.
3. EXAMPLES
3.1. Examples in Ordinary Differential Equations
One of the requirements to apply the results of the previous section is a
uniform bound on the family of attractors. It turns out that, for a large
class of first order ordinary differential equations, this information can be
easily obtained with the aid of LaSalle's invariance theory. The present
subsection is devoted to obtaining these bounds.
Consider the problem
w s ykAw q g w , 3.1 .  .Ç
l l  .   .  ..Twhere k ) 0, g : R ª R and g w y g w , . . . , g w with g satisfying1 l i
< <g w w - 0, w G j , 3.2 .  .i i i
for some j ) 0. The matrix A is assumed to satisfy
A s My1B , M s diag d , . . . , d , .1 l
d ) 0, 1 F i F l, andi
a ya ya ??? ya11 12 13 1 l
ya a ya ??? ya21 22 23 2 l
ya ya a ??? yaB s ,31 32 33 3 l
. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
ya ya ya ??? al1 l2 l3 l l
a G 0, 1 F i, j F l.i j
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The matrix A is said dissipati¨ e if in addition to the above properties it
satisfies
l
a G a , 1 F i F l.i i i j
js1
j/i
 .Observe that the problem 3.1 consists of l coupled scalar ordinary
differential equations. The linear coupling depends on a positive parame-
ter k and the nonlinear coupling appears in the function g. If each gi
depends only upon w we say that the problem is linearly coupled. We alsoi
observe that with similar treatment one can consider coupled systems of
ordinary differential equations.
Next we address the question of how to prove that the solution operator
  . q4  .T t : t g R defined by 3.1 has a global attractor. This is done using La
Salle's invariance theory, which we briefly explain next.
DEFINITION. We say that a function V: R l ª R is a Liapunov function
 .for 3.1 if it is continuous and satisfies
Ç lV w F 0, ;w g R .3.1.
Ç  .    . .  .. .qwhere V w s lim sup V T t w y V w rt is the derivative3.1. t ª 0
l Ç .  .along solutions of 3.1 at w. The set of points w g R where V w s 03.1.
is denoted by E.
l  . THEOREM 3.1. Let V: R ª R be a Liapuno¨ function for 3.1 , E s w
l Ç  . 4g R : V w s 0 , and M be the maximal in¨ariant subset of E. If3.1.
q .   . 4  y .   . 4.g w [ T t w: t G 0 g w [ T yt w: t G 0 is a bounded subset of
l  .   . .R ; then, T t w ª M T yt w ª M as t ª `.
  . .Proof. V T t w is nonincreasing for t G 0 by definition of the Lia-
punov function and bounded below from the fact that V is continuous and
q .   . .g w is bounded. Thus l s lim V T t w exists. Ift ª`
y g v w [ T s w , s G t , 4 .  .D
tG0
Ç .   . .  .then V y s l and also V T t y s l, t G 0. This implies that V y s 0.3.1.
 .  .  .Hence v w ; E and v w ; M. It follows from the fact that v w
 .attracts w that T t w ª M as t ª `, and the result is proved.
 .Observe that the dissipativeness hypothesis 3.2 implies that rectangles
 .w xlof the form R s 1 q s yj , j , with s ) 0 are such that the vector fields
g points strictly inward at its boundary. To construct a Liapunov function
 .for 3.1 we choose a function p that has level sets ­ R . This is done asR s0
follows.
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w xl Let R s yj , j and R be as before, s ) 0. Then the family R ,0 s s
4 l l qs G 0 covers R . Let p : R ª R be defined byR 0
 4p w s inf s G 0: w g R . 3.3 .  .R s0
DEFINITION 3.1. A bounded rectangle R ; R l is contracting for the
 .vector field g, if for every point w which belongs to a closed face of R,
 .  .  .we have that g w ? n w - 0, where n w is the outward normal to R at w
 .normal to the face that contains w . If w belongs to more than one such
faces this condition has to be satisfied for all of the faces.
 . l  .THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that w t g R is a solution of 3.1 and that g
 .   ..satisfies 3.2 . Then, for any T ) 0 for which p w T s t ) 0, there existsR 0
h ) 0 such that
p w T q h y p w T .  . .  .R R0 0lim sup F yh . 3.4 .
hhª0
 .  .T   ..Proof. Let w s w , . . . , w , g s g , . . . , g . If p w T s t ) 0, we1 l 1 l R 0
 .  .  .  .have that y 1 q t j - w T F 1 q t j , 1 F i F n. Since w T gi
 .  .  .­ R , w T is in one of the faces of R , say w T s 1 q t j . Since R ist t j t
a contracting rectangle for g, then there is an h ) 0 such that for all
w g ­ R ,t
g w ? n w - yhj , .  .
 .  .where n w s 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , with 1 in the jth place. Then,
lk k
w s a y a j q t q g w .  .Ç j jk j j jd dj jks1
k/j
lk
F a w y j y t q g w F g w - yhj , .  .  . jk k j jdj ks1
k/j
 .  .and w T q h - 1 q t j y hhj for small h. Thereforej
p w T q h F t y hh . .R 0
and
p w T q h y p w T .  . .  .R R0 0 F yh .
h
and the result is proved.
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 .It is now clear that p is a Liapunov function for 3.1 .R 0
COROLLARY 3.1. Under the abo¨e hypothesis R is positi¨ ely in¨ariant fors
any s G 0 and orbits of any bounded subset of R l are bounded. Furthermore,
 .  .the problem 3.1 with g fulfilling 3.2 has a global attractor A satisfyingk
A ; R .k 0
w x lProof. According to 17, Theorem 3.4.6 and since bounded sets in R
are precompact, then due to Theorem 3.1 existence of a global attractor Ak
 l  . 4is equivalent to boundedness of the set E s w g R : p w s 0 . ButÇR 3.1.0
the set E is contained in R as a consequence of Theorem 3.2, hence0
bounded.
The only part that remains now to be proved is the fact that R contains0
the attractor A . This is done in the following way. Given any point w g Ak k
its a-limit set is contained in the set of points where p s 0. The latterÇR 3.1.0
  . .is contained in R and therefore d T yt w, R ª 0 as t ª `. Thus,0 0
 .given e ) 0 there is a t such that T yt w g R , for all t ) t . Since R ise e e e
positively invariant we have that w g R . Since e ) 0 was taken arbitrarilye
we have that w g R and the inclusion follows.0
These results imply that changing the nonlinear term g outside R if0
.necessary we may assume, without loss of generality, that g is globally
Lipschitz and globally bounded.
 .Next we consider particular cases of 3.1 to which the results of Section
2 can be applied. Thus, all the previous hypotheses on the matrices A, B,
and M and on the vector field g are assumed to hold throughout in
Subsection 3.1.
3.1.1. Totally Coupled First Order Systems
We will call a dissipative matrix A a total coupling dissipati¨ e matrix if
B s BT and satisfies
l
a s a ) 0, 1 F i F l.i i i j
js1
j/i
l  :  :If we consider the space R with the inner product ? , ? [ M ? , ? ,M
a total coupling dissipative matrix A defines on it a self adjoint nonnega-
tive operator. The first eigenvalue of A, l s 0, is simple and an associ-1
 .T l ated normalized eigenvector is z s c 1, . . . , 1 g R , where c s d1 1
.y1r2q ??? qd . Let l , . . . , l be the remaining eigenvalues of A andl 2 l
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 1 l.Tz s z , . . . , z , 2 F i F l, be associated normalized eigenvectors, that is,i i i
 :z , z s d andMi j i j
 :Az , z s yl .Mi i i
 .This implies that, if Z [ z , . . . , z , then1 l
y1T y1 T TyZLZ M s A , Z s Z M , Z s MZ, .
 . y1  .where L s diag l , . . . , l . Thus if ¨ s Z w, the system 3.1 will be1 l
transformed into
¨ s ykl ¨ q f ¨ , . . . , ¨ , .Çj j j j 1 l
l l l
1 l qf ¨ , . . . , ¨ s d g z ¨ , . . . , z ¨ z , 1 F j F l. 3.5 .  .  j 1 l q q i i i i j /
qs1 is1 is1
ÄThis problem has a global attractor A and can now be rewritten in thek
abstract form
x s A x q h x , y , .Ç k 1
3.6 .
y s h x , y , .Ç 2
 . w xly1 ly1where A s diag ykl , . . . , ykl and h : R = R ª R and h :k 2 l 1 2
w xly1R = R ª R are given by
f2
..h s ,1 . 0fl
and
l l l
1 l qh ¨ , . . . , ¨ s d g z ¨ , . . . , z ¨ z .   2 1 l q q i i i i 1 /
qs1 is1 is1
l l l
1 ls c d g z ¨ , . . . , z ¨ .  q q i i i i /
qs1 is1 is1
Ä 4THEOREM 3.3. The family of attractors A , k F ` is upper semicontinu-k
Ä ly1 Ä Ä . w x 4ous at infinity, where A s ¨ , 0, . . . , 0 g R : ¨ g A and A is the`
global attractor for the problem
l
¨ s c d g c¨ , .Ç Ä q q
qs1
 .  .where g s s g s, . . . , s .Äq q
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The proof of this result follows from Theorem 2 and it is easily seen that
h , h , and P satisfy all the required hypotheses.1 2
Changing back the variables ¨ to w we have the following result:i i
 4THEOREM 3.4. The family of attractors A , k F ` is upper semicontinu-k
 . 4ous at infinity where A s u, . . . , u : u g A and A is the global attractor of`
the problem
l
2u s c d g u . 3.7 .  .Ç Ä q q
qs1
This theorem and the definition of upper semicontinuity of attractors
immediately imply the following result:
COROLLARY 3.2. Gi¨ en e ) 0 there is a k ) 0 such that, for k G k0 0
 0 0. w xl  .   .  ..and for any w s w , . . . , w g R the solution w t s w t , . . . , w t0 1 l 1 l
 .  .of 3.1 , with w 0 s w , satisfies0
l
lim sup w t y w t F e . .  . qy1 q R
tª` qs2
3.1.2. Partially Coupled First Order Systems
Let p and l be positive integers, A s My 1B with M s
 .diag d , . . . , d , d ) 0, 1 F i F p q l, and1 pql i
a ya ya ??? ya11 12 13 1 pql .
ya a ya ??? ya21 22 23 2 pql .
s ya ya a ??? yaB s ,31 32 33 3 pql .
. . . . .s . . . . .. . . . .
ya ya ya ??? a pql .1  pql .2  pql .3  pql . pql .
 .a G 0, 1 F i, j F p q l . Then, A is a dissipative matrix. We will call Ai j
a partial coupling dissipati¨ e matrix if B s BT and
a s 0, 1 F j F p q l .i j
for exactly p values of i, 1 F i F p q l. This describes the situation when
p coordinates have no coupling with the other coordinates of the systems
through the coupling matrix p lines and columns in the coupling matrix
.contain only zero elements . In this case, reordering the coordinates, the
 .system 3.1 can be written as
Ãw s ykAw q g w , 3.8 .  .Ç Ã
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T pql Ã .where w s w , . . . , w g R . The matrix A is given by1 pql
0 0p=p p=lÃA s ,
0 Al=p
pq l pqlwhere A is a total coupling dissipati¨ e matrix and with g : R ª RÃ
 .satisfying 3.2 . For simplicity of notation we will not distinguish between gÃ
 .and g. Then, the problem 3.8 has a global attractor A .k
 .Keeping the first p variables fixed, W s w , . . . , w , and proceeding1 1 p
 .as in the previous sections with the last l variables W s w , . . . , w ;2 pq1 pql
T  .T y1 T  .that is, making V [ ¨ , . . . , ¨ [ Z W , the system 3.8 becomes1 l 2
ÇW s G W , V [ g W , V , . . . , g W , V , .  .  . .1 1 1 1 p 1
¨ s ykl ¨ q f W , V , .Çj j j j 1
l l l
1 l qf W , V s d g W , z ¨ , . . . , z ¨ z , 1 F j F l. 3.9 .  .  j 1 q q 1 i i i i j /
qs1 is1 is1
ÄThis problem has a global attractor A and can now be rewritten in thek
abstract form
x s A x q h x , y , .Ç k 1
3.10 .
y s h x , y , .Ç 2
w xly1 pq1 ly1where A is as in the previous section and h : R = R ª R andk 1
w xly1 pq1 pq1h : R = R ª R are given by2
f2
..h s ,1 . 0fl
and
l l l
1 lh W , V s G W , V , d g W , z ¨ , . . . , c z ¨ . .  .   2 1 1 q q 1 i i i i / /qs1 is1 is1
Ä 4THEOREM 3.5. The family of attractors A , k F ` is upper semicontinu-k
Ä pq1 ly1 Ä . w x w x  . 4ous at infinity, where A s W , ¨ , 0, . . . , 0 g R = R : W , ¨ g A` 1 1
Ä pq1w xand A is the attractor in R of the problem
ÇW s G W , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , .1 1
l
¨ s c d g W , c¨ , .Ç Ä q q 1
qs1
 .  .where g s s g W , s, . . . , s .Äq q 1
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The proof of this result follows from Theorem 2 and it is easily seen that
h , h , and P satisfy the required hypotheses.1 2
Changing back the variables ¨ to w we have the following result:i i
 4THEOREM 3.6. The family of attractors A , k F ` is upper semicontinu-k
 .  . 4ous at infinity where A s W , u, . . . , u : W , u g A and A is the global` 1 1
attractor of the problem
ÇW s G W , w , . . . , w , .1 1
l 3.11 .
2w s c d g w . .Ç Ä q q
qs1
This theorem and the definition of upper semicontinuity of attractors
immediately imply the following result.
COROLLARY 3.3. Gi¨ en e ) 0 there is a k ) 0 such that for k G k and0 0
 0 0 . w xlqp  .   .  ..for any w s w , . . . , w g R the solution w t s w t , . . . , w t0 1 lqp 1 lqp
 .  .of 3.8 , with w 0 s w , satisfies0
pql
lim sup w t y w t F e . .  . qy1 q R
tª` qspq2
Application to Partially, Linearly Coupled Lorenz Equations. Consider
the Lorenz system:
x s ys x q s y ,Ç
y s yy y xz q rx ,Ç
z s ybz q xy.Ç
If we couple two such systems on the first variable, with the coupling term
depending on the difference of the corresponding variables we obtain
x s ys x q s y y k x y x , .Ç1 1 1 1 2
y s yy y x z q rx ,Ç1 1 1 1 1
z s ybz q x y ,Ç1 1 1 1
x s ys x q s y q k x y x , .Ç2 2 2 1 2
y s yy y x z q rx ,Ç2 2 2 2 2
z s ybz q x y ,Ç2 2 2 2
where k ) 0 is the coupling parameter.
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If we reorder the system above and write it in the matrix notation we
obtain
Çz s ykAz q f z , .
where
x¡ ¦1 1 y1 0 0 0 0
x2 y1 1 0 0 0 0
y 0 0 0 0 0 01z s A s
0 0 0 0 0 0y2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0z1 0 0 0 0 0 0¢ §z2
ys x q s y¡ ¦1 1
ys x q s y2 2
yy y x z q rx1 1 1 1f z s . . yy y x z q rx2 2 2 2
ybz q x y1 1 1¢ §ybz q x y2 2 2
To proceed we need to further analyze the matrix A. Note that this
 .matrix has 0 zero as an eigenvalue with multiplicity five and the sixth
 .eigenvalue is 2 two . Let us consider the associated eigenvectors.
 .A set of eigenvectors associated to the eigenvector 0 zero is
1 1
z s , , 0, 0, 0, 01  /2 2
z s 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 .2
z s 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 .3
z s 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 .4
z s 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 .5
 .and one eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue 2 two is
1 1
z s , y , 0, 0, 0, 0 .6  /2 2
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Next we consider the following change of variables
1 1¡ ¦
0 0 0 0¡¨ ¦1 2 2
¨ 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
¨ 0 0 0 1 0 03¨ s ¨ y Zz , Z s
0 0 0 0 1 0¨4
0 0 0 0 0 1¨5 1 1¢ §¨6 y 0 0 0 0¢ §2 2
which diagonalizes the matrix A. Then we have that the ¨ satisfy the
equation
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0¨ s yk ¨ q g ¨ , .Ç 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 2
where g is the function
¨ q ¨2 3¡ ¦ys ¨ q s1 2
y¨ y ¨ q ¨ ¨ q r ¨ q ¨ .  .2 1 6 4 1 6
y¨ y ¨ y ¨ ¨ q r ¨ y ¨ .  .3 1 6 5 1 6g ¨ s . . yb¨ q ¨ q ¨ ¨ .4 1 6 2
yb¨ q ¨ y ¨ ¨ .5 1 6 3
¨ y ¨2 3ys ¨ q s¢ §6 2
w xThe uniform bounds for the attractors can be found in 21 . Note that we
 .are now in position to apply Theorem 3.6 with the limiting problem being
w q w2 3¡ ¦ys w q sw 11 2
w2 yw y w w q rwd 2 1 4 1
s ,w3 yw y w w q rwdt 3 1 5 1
w4 0 ybw q w w4 1 2w5 ¢ §ybw q w w5 1 3
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and if we now change variables to the original system and make x s x s1 2
x, we have that
x s ys x q s y ,Ç 1
y s yy y xz q rx ,Ç1 1 1
y s yy y xz q rx ,Ç2 2 2
z s ybz q xy ,Ç1 1 1
z s ybz q xy .Ç2 2 2
For this particular case we can show synchronization in the other two
  .  .  .  .  ..variables as well. Note that if x t , y t , y t , z t , z t is a solution of1 2 1 2
 .the above problem then the coordinates y and y z and z satisfy the1 2 1 2
 .  .   .  ..same equation and therefore if y 0 s y 0 z 0 s z 0 they stay equal1 2 1 2
for t G 0. On the other hand if they start different, we have that they
satisfy
y s yy y x t z q rx t , .  .Ç1 1 1
y s yy y x t z q rx t , .  .Ç2 2 2
z s ybz q x t y , .Ç1 1 1
3.12 .
z s ybz q x t y . .Ç2 2 2
 .For h s y y y and r s z y z , let us prove that h, r tends to zero1 2 1 2
exponentially. In fact, h and r satisfy the following system of ordinary
differential equations
h s yh y x t r , .Ç
r s ybr q x t h . .Ç
 . 2 2By taking the Liapunov function V h, r s h q r one easily sees that
the solutions h, r approach zero exponentially. This implies that
 . 4 4t, y , y , z , z g R : y s y , z s z is an exponentially attracting in-1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .variant manifold for the problem 3.12 .
3.2. Examples in Parabolic Equations
3.2.1. Coupled Scalar Parabolic Equations
We are now able to apply the abstract result of Theorem 2 to a system
of reaction-diffusion equations of the form,
u s Du y k u y ¨ q f u , .  .t 1
3.13 .
¨ s D¨ q k u y ¨ q f ¨ , .  .t 2
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 . nin 0, ` = V, V ; R bounded, smooth, subjected to Dirichlet initial-
boundary conditions
u t , x s 0 and ¨ t , x s 0, for t , x g 0, ` = ­ V , .  .  .  .
3.14 .
u 0, x s u x , ¨ 0, x s ¨ x , for x g V . .  .  .  .0 0
We assume the following dissipativeness condition on the functions f1
and f ,2
< <f z z - 0, for z ) j , i s 1, 2. 3.15 .  .i i
 .Under these conditions the problem 3.13 has a global attractor A ink
a w xX , for a ) nr4, see 7 .
` .Using the Moser iteration technique we will obtain an L V a priori
 .  .estimate for the solutions u, ¨ of 3.13 . Multiplying the first equation in
 . ry1 ry13.13 by u , the second by ¨ , r s 1, 2, 3, . . . , integrating over V, and
adding, we get the equality
u u2 ry1 q ¨ ¨ 2 ry1 dx s Duu2 ry1 q D¨¨ 2 ry1 dx . .H Ht t
V V
q k ¨ y u u2 ry1 y ¨ y u ¨ 2 ry1 dx .  . .H
V
q f u uu2 ry2 q f ¨ ¨¨ 2 ry2 dx. .  . .H 1 2
V
3.16 .
Now we check that
1 d
2 ry1 2 ru u dx s u dx ,H Ht 2 r dtV V
2 r y 1 d 22 ry1 r< <Duu dx s y =u dx ,H H2 dtrV V
yu2 r q ¨u2 ry1 y ¨ 2 r q u¨ 2 ry1 dx F 0, .H
V
since, by the Young inequality
2 r y 1 1
2 ry1 2 r 2 r¨u F u q ¨ .
2 r 2 r
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Moreover
f u uu2 ry2 q f ¨ ¨¨ 2 ry2 dx .  . .H 1 2
V
F f u u2 ry1 q f ¨ ¨ 2 ry1 dx .  . .H 1 2
 < < < < 4xgV : u Fj , ¨ Fj1 2
2 ry1 2 ry1< <F M V j q j ,1 2
<  . <where we set M [ max max f s .is1, 2 < s < F j ii
 .Putting all the estimates together into 3.16 we get a differential
inequality of the form
1 d 2 r y 1 2 22 r 2 r r r< < < <u q ¨ dx F y =u q =¨ dx .  .H H22 r dt rV V
2 ry1 2 ry1< <q M V j q j , 3.17 .1 2
5 5 2 2 < < 2 2r s 1, 2, 3, . . . . Next, by the Poincare inequality f F c =f ap-Â L V . L V .
plied to ur and ¨ r we obtain
1 d 2 r y 1 2 r 2 r2 r 2 r y1 < < < <u q ¨ dx F y c u q ¨ dx .  .H H22 r dt rV V
2 ry1 2 ry1< <q M V j q j , 3.18 .1 2
 .  2 r 2 r .r s 1, 2, 3, . . . , or, if y t [ H u q ¨ dx, we haveV
1 2 r y 1
y1 2 ry1 2 ry1< <y9 t F y c y t q M V j q j . 3.19 .  .  .1 222 r r
The solutions of such a differential inequality satisfies an estimate of the
form
2 ry1 2 ry1< <sup y t F max y 0 , M V rc j q j , 3.20 .  .  . 41 2
t
and also the asymptotic estimate
2 ry1 2 ry1< <lim sup y t F M V rc j q j . 3.21 .  .1 2
tª`
Taking the 2 r roots and letting r ª ` in the above estimates we get the
` .L V bounds
` `5 5 5 5` `sup u t q ¨ t F max u q ¨ , j q j , 4 .  . . .  . L V . L V .L V L V 0 0 1 2
t
3.22 .
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and
` `lim sup u t q ¨ t F j q j . 3.23 .  .  . . .  .L V L V 1 2
tª`
` .With these L V bounds we can cut the nonlinearities f and f1 2
w xoutside the interval yj y j , j q j in such a way that the attractors1 2 1 2
 .A of the problem 3.13 are not changed and such that the new nonlinear-k
ities are globally Lipschitz and globally bounded. This implies that we can
assume without loss of generality that the original nonlinearities f and f1 2
are globally Lipschitz and globally bounded.
 .Now it is convenient to rewrite the system 3.13 in a more suitable form
to apply Theorem 2. For this we introduce the new unknown
u y ¨ u q ¨
w [ , z [ ,’ ’2 2
and obtain the corresponding equations
1 w q z 1 z y w
w s Dw y 2kw q f y f ,t 1 2 /  /’ ’ ’ ’2 2 2 2
3.24 .
1 w q z 1 z y w
z s D z q f q f .t 1 2 /  /’ ’ ’ ’2 2 2 2
This problem, with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, has a
Ä w x.global attractor see, for example, 7 A . It can be rewritten in thek
abstract form as
w s A w q f e w , z , .Ç k
3.25 .
z s Az q g e w , z , .Ç
where A is the Laplacian with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition,
A [ A y 2k, f e, g e: X a = X a ª X,k
1 w x q z x 1 w x y z x .  .  .  .
ef w , z x s f y f , .  . 1 2 /  /’ ’ ’ ’2 2 2 2
and
1 w x q z x 1 w x y z x .  .  .  .
eg w , z x s f q f . .  . 1 2 /  /’ ’ ’ ’2 2 2 2
 .  .The problem 3.13 is now rewritten in the form 2.4 and we can apply
Ä 4Theorem 2 to obtain the upper semicontinuity of the attractors A , k F `k
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Ä Ä Ä . 4at infinity where A s 0, z : z g A and A is the global attractor of the`
problem
1 z 1 z
z s D z q f q f . 3.26 .t 1 2 /  /’ ’ ’ ’2 2 2 2
Changing back the variables to u and ¨ the previous considerations
imply the following:
 4THEOREM 3.7. The family of attractors A , k F ` is upper semicontinu-k
 . 4ous at infinity where A s u, u : u g A and A is the global attractor of the`
problem
1
u s Du q f u q f u . 3.27 .  .  .t 1 22
This theorem and the definition of upper semicontinuity of attractors
immediately imply the following result.
COROLLARY 3.4. Gi¨ en e ) 0 there is a k ) 0 such that, for k G k0 0
 . a a   .  ..  .and for any u , ¨ g X = X the solution u t , ¨ t of 3.13 , with0 0
  .  ..  .u 0 , ¨ 0 s u , ¨ , satisfies0 0
alim sup u t y ¨ t F e . .  . X
tª`
3.2.2. Coupled Systems of Parabolic Equations
Now we study a system of 2m equations generalizing the previous
example. Let V be a bounded smooth domain in R n. Consider the
homogeneous Dirichlet problem for a system
u s Lu y k u y ¨ q f u , x g V , t ) 0, .  .t 1
3.28 .
¨ s L¨ y k ¨ y u q f ¨ , x g V , t ) 0, .  .t 2
 .  . 1 m m.where u s u , . . . , u , ¨ s ¨ , . . . , ¨ , and f g C R , R , i s 1, 2.1 m 1 m i
Here L is a second order diagonal matrix operator in the divergence form,
A ??? 0
. . .. . .L s , A s div a x ? = , 3.29 .  . .. . .
0 ??? A m= m
1 m .  .with a g C V, R , a x G a ) 0, j s 1, . . . , n. The dissipativeness con-j 0
 1 m.dition for the functions f s f , . . . , f ,i i i
k < < kf u , . . . , u u - 0, for u ) j , 3.30 .  .i 1 m k k i
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k s 1, . . . , m, i s 1, 2, will be also assumed from now on. Under the just
 . w xstated assumptions the problem 3.28 has a global attractor A 8 , andk
 .with the same proof as for the problem 3.13 we get global in time and
 .asymptotically independent on the initial data u , ¨ estimates of the0 0
  .  ..  . ` m.solutions u t , ¨ t of 3.28 in L V, R :
m
k k






` m ` mlim sup u t q ¨ t F j q j . 3.32 .  .  . .  . .  . L V , R L V , R 1 2
tª` ks1
Therefore we can assume, without loss of generality, that f and f are1 2
globally Lipschitz and globally bounded functions.
If we introduce the linear change of variables,
u y ¨ u q ¨
w s , z s , 3.33 .’ ’2 2
 .then the problem 3.28 will be rewritten in the form
1 w q z 1 z y w
w s Lw y 2kw q f y f ,t 1 2 /  /’ ’ ’ ’2 2 2 2
3.34 .
1 w q z 1 z y w
z s Lz q f q f ,t 1 2 /  /’ ’ ’ ’2 2 2 2
Äsuitable to apply Theorem 2. This system has a global attractor A and wek
have:
Ä .  4THEOREM 3.8. Under the assumption 3.30 the family A , k F ` ofk
 .global attractors corresponding to the semigroups T t is upper semicontinu-k
Ä Ä Ä . 4ous at infinity, where A s 0, z : z g A and A denotes the global attractor`
of the limiting problem
1 z 1 z
z s Lz q f q f , 3.35 .t 1 2 /  /’ ’ ’ ’2 2 2 2
with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition.
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Remark 1. We need to point out here that the linear part of the right
 .hand side of the system 3.34 is quasi-monotone increasing in functional
 w x.  .   .arguments cf. 26 . Recall that the function F x, z s F , x, z ,1
 .. k n. . . ,F x, z defined in D ; R = R is quasi-monotone increasing in zn
 .  .if, for every z s z , . . . , z , z s z , . . . , z ,1 n 1 n
F x , z F F x , z , z s z , z F z , j s 1, . . . , n . 3.36 .  .  .i i i i j j
This property allows for successful using of the a priori estimates tech-
 w x.nique for systems of ordinary and partial differential equations see 26 .
Remark 2. Associated with the system of ordinary differential equa-
 .tions 3.34
y t s yk y y z , .  .Ç
3.37 .
z t s yk z y y , .  .Ç
 .  .y s y , . . . , y , z s z , . . . , z is a special example of the so-called1 m 1 m
 w x.Chapman]Kolmogorov systems cf. 13 . Asymptotic behavior of solutions
of such systems when time goes to infinity was studied in detail in the
theory of stochastic processes.
Changing back the variables to u and ¨ we have the following result:
 4THEOREM 3.9. The family of attractors A , k F ` is upper semicontinu-k
 . 4ous at infinity where A s u, u : u g A and A is the global attractor of the`
problem
1
u s Du q f u q f u . 3.38 .  .  .t 1 22
This theorem and the definition of upper semicontinuity of attractors
immediately imply the following result.
COROLLARY 3.5. Gi¨ en e ) 0 there is a k ) 0 such that, for k G k0 0
 . a a   .  ..  .and for any u , ¨ g X = X the solution u t , ¨ t of 3.13 , with0 0
  .  ..  .u 0 , ¨ 0 s u , ¨ , satisfies0 0
alim sup u t y ¨ t F e . .  . X
tª`
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3.2.3. Coupled Parabolic Equations on a 1-d Lattice
As a final example consider a system in which each single equation
 .except the first and the last one is linearly coupled with its two neighbors
u s Du q k u y u q f u , .  .1 t 1 2 1 1 1
u s Du q k u y u y k u y u q f u , 2 F i F m , .  .  .i t i iq1 i i iy1 i i
3.39 .u s Du y k u y u q f u , .  .mt m m m m m
together with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. The corre-
sponding linear system is again of the Chapman]Kolmogorov type with the
right hand side quasi-monotone increasing. Under the dissipativeness
condition,
< <f u u - 0, for u ) j , 1 F i F m , .i i i i
w xthe above system was studied in 7 with the use of the method of in¨ariant
 . aregions. It was proved that 3.39 has a global attractor A on X ,k
a ) nr4. It is also proved that the attractor A , k G 0, satisfyk
mw xu x g yj , j , ; x g V ;u g A . . k
This allows us to assume, without loss of generality, that the functions
f : R ª R, 1 F i F m, are globally Lipschitz and globally bounded.i
 .To transform 3.39 into a form suitable to use Theorem 2 we need to
change the variables. Let ykK be a matrix of coefficients of the linear
 .part of 3.39 ,
y1 1 0 ??? 0 0 0
1 y2 1 ??? 0 0 0
0 1 y2 ??? 0 0 0
. . . . . . .yK s 3.40 .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .
0 0 0 ??? 1 y2 1
0 0 0 ??? 0 1 y1 m= m
and let j s 0 - j F ??? F j be the sequence of eigenvalues of yK1 2 m
 .and z , . . . , z be a corresponding sequence of eigenvectors normalized1 m
m  .in R with respect to the Euclidean norm. Setting Z s z , . . . , z we1 m
introduce the new unknown by the formula
¨ [ Zy1 u , 3.41 .
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 .so that the system 3.39 is transformed into
¨ s D¨ y kZy1KZ¨ q Zy1 f Z¨ , 3.42 .  .t
m m  .   .  ..Twhere f : R ª R is defined by f u s f u , . . . , f ¨ or compo-1 1 m m
nentwise,
m m
q q¨ s D¨ y kj ¨ q f z ¨ z , .  j j j j q i i jt  /
qs1 is1
with j s 0 and j ) 0 for j s 2, . . . , m. This problem has a global1 i
Äattractor A and can now be rewritten in the abstract formk
x s A x q f e x , y , .Ç k
3.43 .
y s Ay q g e x , y , .Ç
where A is the Laplacian with homogeneous Neumann boundary condi-
 . e w a xmy 1 a w xmtion, A [ diag A y kj , . . . , A y kj , and f : X = X ª Xk 2 m
e w a xmy 1 aand g : X = X ª X are given by
f e2
.e .f s ,.
e 0fm
m m




e q qg f , . . . , f x s f z f x z . .  .  . 1 m q i i 1 /
qs1 is1
Ä 4THEOREM 3.10. The family of attractors A , k F ` is upper semicontin-k
Ä a my1 Ä Ä . w x 4uous at infinity, where A s ¨ , 0, . . . , 0 g X : ¨ g A and A is the`
attractor for the problem
m1 ¨
¨ s D¨ q f ,t q  /’ ’m mqs1
with homogeneous Neumann boundary condition.
The proof of this result follows from Theorem 2 and it is easily seen that
f e, g e, and P satisfy the required hypotheses.
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Changing back the variables ¨ to u we have the following result:i i
 4THEOREM 3.11. The family of attractors A , k F ` is upper semicontin-k
 . 4uous at infinity where A s u, . . . , u : u g A and A is the global attractor`
of the problem
m1
u s Du q f u , 3.44 .  .t qm qs1
with homogeneous Neumann boundary condition.
This theorem and the definition of upper semicontinuity of attractors
immediately imply the following result.
COROLLARY 3.6. Gi¨ en e ) 0 there is a k ) 0 such that, for k G k0 0
 0 0 . w a xm  .   .  ..and for any u s u , . . . , u g X the solution u t s u t , . . . , u t0 1 m 1 m
 .  .of 3.39 , with u 0 s u , satisfies0
m
lim sup u t y u t F e . .  . aqy1 q X
tª` qs2
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